BOOKS EDITED


**REFEREED JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS AND BOOK CHAPERS:**


162. “Comparison of Naturally and Synthetically-Derived, Potassium-Based Geopolymers,” M. Gordon, J. Bell and W. M. Kriven, Ceramic Transactions, vol. 165. Advances in


**PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS**


FURTHER PAPERS IN PREPARATION FROM COMPLETED WORK:

- “Kinetics and Crystallography of the Monoclinic (B) to (C) Transformation in Dysprosia. Parts I & II,” O. Sudre, K.R. Venkatachari and W. M. Kriven. For the Journal of the American Ceramic Society.


- “The Oriented Decomposition of Dolomite, Ca Mg (CO3)2,” W. M. Kriven For J. Am. Ceram Soc., Communication.


Edited books. Guidelines for book editors and chapter authors. The following information applies to edited books only.

Book editor responsibilities. Keep in touch. Maintain regular contact with us as you prepare the book. Let us know how the book is progressing, and inform us of any difficulties as soon as you are able. Adhere to the submission deadlines, as agreed with us in your Formal memorandum of agreement. We'll work with you to ensure that any deadlines are realistic and achievable. Edited books are valuable in that the individual chapters are generally authored by specialists. Sometimes the chapters were originally published as journal articles, and are reprinted because of their enduring importance. In other cases, the editors have asked authors with differing perspectives to state their points of view on a single topic. These multiple "takes" on a single subject can be crucial in looking at a topic's broader perspective. Be careful, though.